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Call Management the Easy Way

  CMS lite

CMS lite is the new, cost-
effective telephone system 
solution for broadcasters 
– serving a single studio to 
multiple studio installations.
Studer’s Call Management 
System (CMS) is designed 
for broadcasters and benefits 
from Studer’s long-standing 
experience in high-quality 
broadcast products. 

CMS lite uses state-of-the-
art technology and allows the 
installation of a flexible and 
scalable phone system. CMS 
lite profits from renowned and 
powerful technology, already 
proven in various large broadcast 
environments with more than 100 
users. 

CMS lite – Your Benefits
•	 Less training effort
•	 Less cabling
•	 Less installation labour
•	 Reduced cost and maintenance 
•	 Less expensive telephone 

equipment required thanks to 
efficient VOIP technology

•	 High return on investment

CMS lite – Standard Hardware
Neither dedicated hardware nor 
DSP (digital signal processing) 
is required,  but only standard 
IT components are used. The 
high audio quality is ensured by 
the proven software. CMS lite 
also supports the customer in 
moving away from old-fashioned, 
proprietary telephone hybrids 
towards a modern and cost-
effective telephone system.

CMS lite – At your Fingertips
Thanks to the well-aranged and 
tidy colour touch-screen user 
interface, operation is smooth and 
intuitive. It can be used either by 
the DJ/moderator himself in self-
op mode, or he can be supported 
by a switchboard operator or 
producer (also referred to as 
‘screener’) who remains in the 
background. 

Both screener and studio clients 
are specifically designed for their 
respective application, allowing 
the DJ focusing on his show 
whilst being able to interact with 
the screener, and thus being 
well prepared for his interview 
situation.

An external call first gets into 
a waiting room (as shown in 
the right part of the screenshot 
above).  The caller’s number is 
automatically displayed; his name 
may be saved in the data base, 
together with some additional 
information. If a particular person 
should call again, this information 
will be immediately displayed. 

After a first, introductory talk 
the screener can drag-and-drop 
the call from the waiting room to 
the studio where it immediately 
appears in the fader area (the 
left part of the screenshot). The 
DJ can talk to the caller, then, 
and take the call on air easily at a 
single touch.
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Outside calls can also be made by 
using either the on-screen keypad 
or the short-cut buttons for the 
telephone directory integrated in 
the database.

CMS – Seamless Integration
CMS lite – as its bigger brother 
CMS – can be integrated with 
the well-known Studer OnAir 
mixing consoles.  A direct console 
interface ensures that telephone 
calls will blend in organically into 
the workflow. The caller’s name is 
automatically shown in the fader 
strip’s display, and console functions 
such as talback, PFL, or the fader 
with its ON key may be used for 
broadcasting a call situation.

CMS – Admin? As Easy as Pie!
The system comes with an 
installation wizard that helps with 
system setup in a convenient way. 
In addition, an administration 
tool enables the administrator to 
configure the networked clients 
even remotely from his main 
working desk (two typical CMS lite 
configuration pages shown at the 
right).
 
CMS – Grows with Your Needs
Starting with a single-studio 
installation, CMS lite may be 
extended later into an enterprise-
wide server/client based system. 
If more operators are required to 
act in the background, more clients 
can be installed. CMS lite supports 
the G711 and G722 formats per 
default. For other formats optional 
codecs are available.

CMS lite – 
What You’ll Get
CMS lite comes 
as a complete 
package. The 
telephone system 
engine provides all 
the necessary call 
control and audio 
processing. It also 
supports VOIP, but 
in this case requires 
an installed and 
accessible VOIP 
telephone gateway.

CMS lite – Basic 
•	 Supports six 

telephone 
lines and up 
to eight audio 
lines (faders, 
audio devices, 
headphones etc.)

•	 Includes one* 
studio client for 
live operation.

•	 Includes two* 
producer clients 
for background 
assistance (screeners).

CMS lite – Extended
•	 Supports 12 telephone lines 

and up to 16 audio lines (faders, 
audio devices, headphones, etc.)

•	 Includes two* studio clients for 
live operation.

•	 Includes four* producer clients  
for background assistance 
(screeners).

* If required, more studio and/or 
producer clients may be added 
(optional).

Please note that neither the telephone 
system itself nor installation and 
configuration are included. 
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Heynen werkt voor vernieuwers

Hierbij een document van Heynen. Deze producten worden door ons 

exclusief vertegenwoordigd in de Benelux. Voor een demo of offerte kan  

u rechtstreeks contact opnemen met onze account managers.

Heynen travaille pour des innovateurs

Voici un document de Heynen. Nous représentons ces produits 

exclusivement pour le Bénélux. N’hésitez surtout pas de demander votre 

personne de contacte pour un démo ou une proposition de prix.

Heynen works for Innovators

Here is a document from Heynen. We represent these products exclusively 

for the Benelux. Please contact our account managers for a quotation or 

demonstration.

Heynen Leistung für Neuerer

Anliegend eine Dokumentation von Heynen. Wir haben die exklusive 

Vertretung dieser Produkte für den Benelux-Raum. Bitte nehmen Sie Kontakt 

auf mit unserem Kundenbetreuer, falls Sie ein Angebot oder eine Vorführung 

benötigen.

•  www.heynen.com •heynen@heynen.com
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